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On behalf of the TCS
People and our
Chairman Mr. Khalid
Awan, it’s my privilege
and pleasure to welcome
you, our esteemed and
valued customer, to a
fresh edition of our
customer magazine TCS
CONNECT.
 
In this issue we are
celebrating our
Information Technology
people, and
acknowledging the huge
role that they have played
in enabling the
emergence of a
multidimensional logistics
giant from TCS’s quaint
roots as a boutique
express courier

operation. As we enter our 30th year of
operation, Information Technology is poised
to acquire for us further quantum gains in
our ability to service the logistics needs of
Pakistan.
 
We are also thrilled about raising the curtain
on tcsconnect.com <http://tcsconnect.com>
, our e-marketplace. It was launched earlier
this year, and today stands as a formidable
and stable business model with a consistent
daily traffic on the website, and a Facebook
community with more than 85,000 fans,
and growing. Dawn columnist Marylou
Andrew of Dawn’s prestigious publication
Aurora interviewed Jamil Ahmed, the TCS
Vice President for Business Process
Reengineering and Special Projects, who
has nurtured the venture through its
incubation period, and we carry excerpts
from the interview.
 
Also in this issue we carry Tony Buzan’s
thoughts on Mind Mapping courtesy our
sister concern Octara. Mind Mapping® has

been called the Swiss Army Knife for the
Brain. It is now used by major corporations
world-wide to improve thinking, innovation
and productivity, and we are looking forward
to the visit to Pakistan of Tony Buzan
himself, the inventor of Mind Mapping, in
the New Year.
 
Bob Urichuck’s bestseller ‘The 12
Disciplines for Living Your Dreams’ is
reviewed in this issue. It’s all about
improving reality at the individual and
collective level through a process of
introspection and reflection, and is highly
recommended for anyone in search of
bettering his or her performance both at
work and at home.
 
Qasim Awan has contributed a thought
provoking article on optimizing supply
chains, using the learning obtained from
the London Gateway Port experience, due
to become operational in late 2013.

The 4th International CEO Summit,
organized by the Manager Today Magazine
& CEO Club, was a great success, and we
carry a photo-feature of it. The leading
lights of Pakistan’s trade, commerce and
industry were present in full force and
discussed threadbare a subject of
considerable import - ‘Growth in Testing
Times, Challenges & Opportunities’.
Conclaves like this one are very important
for Pakistan’s prosperity that is dependent
upon entrepreneurs closing ranks and
brainstorming innovative solutions for all
the knotty problems that we have today.
 
There’s a lot more within our pages that
we hope you will find interesting. Thank
you for giving TCS your vote of confidence
and we look forward to raising the bar in
our service of you, our esteemed and
valued customer.
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Courier Ahmad Raza (#30081) is in General
Delivery in Multan, and joined TCS in 1994. He
services the Cantonment Area route in Multan
that includes Hasan Arcade, Mall Plaza, Metro
Plaza, and the CMH Army Area. Born on the 10th
of October 1970, Ahmad Raza worked for Nestle for
one year, sampling Milo and Nescafe at schools and
public points, before joining TCS. His induction in TCS was
facilitated by Rana Faisal who was Operations Manager Multan at the time.

Ahmad leaves on his delivery making rounds at 10 am, and succeeds in making
all his assigned deliveries and completes the data feeding process by 1.30 pm.
At 4pm his collection and pickup rounds begin, and he regularly travels the extra
mile ensuring customer satisfaction. By 8pm Ahmad’s collections and pick ups
are complete.

“It is my constant endeavor to provide my customers with exemplary service,
specially during the Mango Tango season when the perishable nature of the
mango makes mandatory its timely delivery,” says Ahmad with justifiable pride in
his performance, and the fact that he enjoys a personal equation with his customers.

After a tiring day Ahmad returns home and spends time with his family. He loves
to bring something for his children on his way back home, and ensures that he
joins the family for dinner and spends quality time with them before going to sleep.

Ahmad Raza holds a Bachelor in Arts from the Government Civil Lines College
(Bahauddin Zakriya University), and attended Muslim High School. He is married
and blessed with 5 kids of which 3 are daughters and 2 sons, with his eldest
daughter attending class 5. The kids’ education fee makes a substantial demand
upon his income. He lives in a joint family on Altaf Road with his younger brother
who runs a general store where Ahmad helps out until 11.30pm. His father passed
away, leaving him as head of the joint family, and all his spare time goes towards
family affairs.

Murgh pulao is Ahmad’s favorite dish, and he enjoys watching sports on television,
specially Cricket, with Imran Khan and Wasim Akram as his heroes. In films
Waheed Murad is
his favorite.

Ladies and
gentlemen,
Ahmad Raza
at your service!
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“IT strives to offer and maintain highly
personalized service for our user, and
the slogan at the top of the IT voice is
‘The HEART-LINE for Business
Enablement,’” says Zulfiqar, who
enjoys a vigorous round of golf to
unwind after what is clearly a high
energy, stress inducing workday that
goes beyond the 9 to 6 office routine.
“We believe in forming strong business

relationships, and are committed to
investing the time required to learn
about our customers, users and their
individual needs.”

To ensure the TCS position of the
logistics carrier of choice to clients,
Zulfiqar’s strategy entails attention to
detail; direct interactive service; doing
what is promised with flexibility in the
service offering; remaining focused on
the core business; understanding
limitations; working around limitations
and adapting and modifying the way

we work to ensure our client’s
satisfaction.

Moving into the new and purpose built
IT Department’s office space at the
TCS Head Office’s Saqib Hamdani
Building is a major milestone in the
history of TCS, says Zulfiqar. The
purpose built new IT premises include
the Server Room, the UPS Room,
Library, Conference Room, Board
Room and an open plan work space
containing the workstations of Zulfiqar’s
elite techie force.

sales, and other essential corporate
functions, in addition to communicating
with different core applications.

"OMS always plays a vital role in TCS
growth. It is the backbone of the TCS
business and fulfills the Business
needs of Express, Logistics, Connect,
MMS, Sentiments, Visatronix, Aviation,
Octara, Intiana and Distribution
divisions. To support all B2B, C2B &
C2C in their smooth and speedy
functioning, the TCS Business
operations are fully web based at all
the network stations, branches, and
franchisee outlets. Their activities are
completely integrated with their
respective Areas, ensuring seamless
operation.

The Team also assists with
reconciliation of Business requirements
to system capabilities, System Analysis

with Business roles / design /
development of required system
modules, Enhancement of software
applications using Oracle Development
Tools & Microsoft Technology,
Development Database table
structures/data base functionality,
Ensuring the business SOPs,
Controlling complete operational cycle
& activities, Revenue recording for
Oracle Financial, Bill Invoicing
generation / printing through Print
Shop, Backbone to Customer Services,
MIS, CRM, RMS and CAM, Franchisee
Operations, and very importantly, 24/7
system support and maintenance. It
also offers a variety of customized
Reports, Forms, On-line Web based
Tracking and Tracing facilities and On-
line data transmission facilities.

OMS can be matched with any world
class ERP software, and consists of a

number of modules including Booking,
Security Scanning, Manifestation,
Delivery, De-Briefing, Data Processing,
Log Book, Line Haul, Warehousing,
Incentive, Billing, Retail, Sales,
Franchised Model, Customer Services,
Tracking Tracing, Domestic &
International Operations, Audit,
Finance, Accounts and many more
features and options.

Besides OMS the team is also
supporting, maintaining and developing
the Web Version of OMS, Distribution
Management System, R-Bag Inventory
System, Shipment Costing System,
Portfolio Management System, KPI
Monitoring, Mega MIS System,
Weighing Bridge Integration, Shipment
Tracer, Weight Correction, Balloting
for prize distribution of Retail Sale, and
Shipment Touch Point System.

The job description here entails
managing the oracle desktop and
oracle web software development,
maintenance, training, consultation,
and recommendations about future
planning and development of
resources. Providing these services
in an effective and efficient manner
ensures maximum access to and
implementation of technology
services and resources. The focus
is on fulfilling the essential steps of
System Development Life Cycle
(SDLC). Core applications which
software oracle team is looking after
are:

· Centralized Expense Handling
System which allows users to
record all types of utility and daily
expenses, and integrate them with
Oracle Financial.

· The new Customer Automation
Module (CAM) that provides
individualized, customer- specific
solutions.

· The Inventory Control delivers
detailed and timely information on
every item in the inventory, and
helps control stock and increase
turnover all across the network.

· CN Issuance and Usage System
has the provision of controlling the
issuance by eliminating manual
inputs for CN numbers, thus
chances of typographical errors do
not exist and ensure accurate
inventory record.

· Fleet Management is another
complete and comprehensive
system, which covers the entire
motorized assets of TCS.

· The Human Resource Information
System (HRIS) is a software
solution for data entry, data
tracking, and data information
needs of Human Resources,
Payroll management, Attendance
management, and Accounting
functions within the business.

· Deals some more solutions like
International Taxes and Duties
System, Sentiment Division
Development Support and MMS
Division Development Support, IT
PCV System, Account Auto
Correction, Auto Booking , Network
Operation Bulletin (NOB), and the
COD System are also looked after
by this team.

The TCS management has taken many important decisions to
improve the operational processes, and these have yielded
amongst others the OMS - new generation. “OMS is our core
application,” says Zulfiqar, “and we keep it updated to meet the
dynamic market needs.”

The new generation OMS works on hybrid model across the TCS
network, helping the customer with online consignment tracking,
enhancing satisfaction. It is designed to optimize business and
IT processes, and can support end-to-end business processes
for operation, human capital management,
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Management information systems comprise the data warehousing and business
intelligence reports that are flashed monthly, yearly and on demand for
management decisions and to carry out trend analysis. The MIS administrator
supervises ETL and MIS database implementation and use of technology in
creating management information that support the goals of TCS. Its role
includes the current and historical information provisioning to Management
for better informed business decisions.

TCS Web team is responsible for our corporate websites,
intranet, extranet, Call Center Management System (CMS),
and online purchasing tool (shopping-cart based store). It
supports websites and offers different ways of validating
different types of users. Its ambit extends to inventory based
warehouse websites, desktop applications like the Retail
Management System (RMS), Visa Booking System (VBS)
and Hand Held Terminal (HHT).

Applications that our Web Team has developed are mostly
running at TCS’s front offices like Express Centers, Visa
offices, and within customers’ premises. The applications
primary function is to forward the required data to OMS for
further operational activities.

The Database Administration team is responsible for the design,
implementation, maintenance and repair of the Oracle database. Its role
includes the development and design of database strategies, monitoring
and improving database performance and capacity, and planning for future
expansion requirements. In pursuance of this the team has set up Database
Server & Database Architecture, Database Security; Database Backup &
Recovery; Database Performance Tuning & Database maintenance; new
applications or alteration in existing applications; and Database
documentation, SOPs and Trainings.

Assigned to this team is the Server room equipped with
IBM Blade Center & SAN; TCS Domain Authentication
Services; Messaging Services for more than 5 web
domains, Smartphone & Blackberry over BIS Packages
Support, Domain Security Services, Firewall Services,
Internet Services, McAfee Antivirus and its Repository
Management, Data backups, Network Communication
through various mediums, and Virtualization.

IT ServiceDesk plays an important role in the provisioning of IT Services & Support. IT ServiceDesk is a single point of
contact for end users who need IT support. Hardware troubleshooting, Network Cabling, assembling & installation of
desktops also fall under this domain. Procurement & replacement of obsolete IT equipment is another function carried
out here. Applying desktop security & evaluation of new hardware equipment is also a responsibility of this team.

TCS provides the best supporting software to our user for the smooth running of
its daily financial activities, yielding authentic and timely results. The best example
of this is “Oracle Financial ERP” which was installed in 1999, and managed the
TCS General Ledger, Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable and Fixed Assets.
Account Receivables and Account Payables are fully integrated with other
applications through interfaces.
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It’s not just all work and no play at TCS InfoTech. Every month there’s
a birthday celebration in which all the techies whose birthdays have
fallen in that month are celebrated over delicious samosas, patties and
pakoras, not to forget the cake!

Then there’s the yearly picnic when all IT staffers head out together
into the Great Outdoors, and amuse and delight each other with their
exuberance, a display of which is not appropriate in the workplace!

“Service at TCS Infotech is defined as a set of IT infrastructure processes, technologies and organizational solutions

that enable business process,” says Zulfiqar Ahmad Khan. “We evaluate, integrate and support innovative

technologies to help business achieve its goals. Alongside we effectively maximize return on resources, and provide

cost effective methods so our customers can easily access information and conduct business with the TCS

Enterprise Group.” The focus at TCS Infotech is to make sure that the business is running 24/7. Bravo TCS Infotech!










































